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Measuring density worksheet

Density, mass, and volume are all related to the formula, d = \dfrac{m}{V} where d is density, V is a volume, and m is mass. This can be rearrinked to find volume or mass depending on the quantities given to you and what the question asks you to find.  Mass is typically measured in grams, g or kilograms,
kg, whereas, volume is typically measured in cubic centimeters, cm^3, or cubic meter, m^3. This means that when dividing mass by volume, the passed units are typically cubic centimeters (g/cm^3), or kilograms per cubic meter (kg/cm^3). These are complex units (for more information, see Conversion
Editions). A useful way to remember how to calculate density, mass, or volumes is to use the triangles below. The horizontal line means division, and the \times icon means multiplying. We then cover the one we want to find (represented by a red circle) and perform the calculation with the other two values
from the triangle. The object has a mass of 570 grams and a volume of 2280 cm^3. Calculate his density. [2 signs] We're looking for density, so build the triangle and cover d, we see we've got to divide the mass by the volume. So \text{density} = \dfrac{570}{2280} = 0.25 g/cm^3 The cat has a volume of
0.004 m ^3 and a density of 980 kg/mr^3. Calculate the cat's mass. [2 signs] we're looking for mass, so build the triangle and cover M, we see that to calculate the mass we must multiply the density by volume. So \text{ mass } = 980 \double 0.004 = 3.92 kg bottle of water has a density of 1000 kg / mel ^ 3
mass of 0.5 kg. Calculate the volume of the water bottle and give your answer in liters. [2 signs] We're looking for volume, so covering V, we've got to divide the mass by the density. So \text{ Volume } = \dfrac{0.5}{1000} = 0.0005 m^3 Multiplying it by 1000 to convert liters, Gives us the final answer, \text{
Volume } = 0.5 L we calculate the volume, so by covering V we can see from the triangle above that we need to divide m by d. Before we can do that, however, we need to make sure we have the right units. Mass is in kilograms, but the density is in gram per cubic centimeter. That means we have to
convert the pounds into grams first before we go any further. 2 kg = 2000 g therefore, the volume of olive oil can be calculated as follows: \text{Volume} = 2000 \div 0.925 = 2162cm^3 We calculate the mass, so by covering m we can see from the triangle above that we need to multiply d by V. However,
we do not know the volume, But we know that the shape is a cube with a side length of 7 m, so the volume of the cube is: 7 \times 7 \times 7 = 343 m^3 Now that we know the volume, we can multiply it densely to calculate the mass : \text{Mass} = 343\times 10,800,000 = 3,704,400,000 kg To calculate
the answer here, we need to remember the formula: \text{ On this question, The mass is 2460 kg and the volume is 1.2 m^3, so we simply need to replace these values with the formula as follows: \text{ Density} = 2460 kg \div \, 1.2 m ^3 = 2050 kg/m*3A) In order to calculate the total volume of the block,
we need to add the metal volume A and the metal volume B.  Although we don't have the volume of any metal, we got their masses and their density, so we could calculate the volume of each metal accordingly. By rearranging the density formula, or by using the triangle, We can figure out how to calculate
the volume: \text{density} = \text{ mass}\div \text{ volume} like this: \text{volume} = \text{ mass}\div \text{ density} The metal volume A can be calculated as follows: 1200 g \div \, 5 g/cm^3 = 240 cm^3 The metal volume B can be calculated as follows: 600 g \div 3 g/cm^3 = 200 cm^3 Therefore, if metal A
has a volume of 240 cm ^3 and B has a volume of 200 cm ^3, then their combined volume is simple: 240 cm^3 + 200 cm^3 = 440 cm^3 b) as we know wish A), the newly created block has a volume of 440 cm^3  We know that the block of metal A was 1200 grams and the mass of metal B was 600 grams,
So the mass of the block is: 1200 g + \, 600 g = 1800 g The density of this block can be calculated by dividing the mass by volume as follows: 1800 g \div \, 440 cm ^3 = 4.09 g/cm^3 This is a pretty challenging question with a lot of calculations going on. Since we received the mass of metal C and the ratio
of metal A and metal B in metal C, therefore we can calculate the mass of metal A and metal B.  If the ratio of metal A to metal B is 3:7, it means that the \frac{3}{10} of the mass of metal C comes from metal A and the remaining \frac{7}{10} is metal B.  (We're running in tenths here because the ratio
amount is 10.) The mass of metal A can be calculated as follows: 2500 g \times \dfrac{3}{10} = 750 g The mass of metal B can be calculated as follows: 2500 g \times \dfrac{7}{10} = 1750 g We now also know the mass and density of both metals A and B, meaning we can work on their respective
volumes.  Since \text{density} = \text{ mass} \div \text {volume} then \text{volume} = \text{mass} \div \text {density} the volume of metal A can be calculated as follows: 750 g \div \, 3.2 g/cm^3 = 234.375 cm^3 The metal volume A can be calculated as follows: 1750 g \div \, 5.5 g/cm^3 = 318.18 cm^3 If
metal A has a volume of 234.375 cm^3 and metal B has a volume of 318.18 cm^3, then their combined volume is the volume of metal C. Volume of metal C = 234.375 + 318.18 = 552.5568 cm^3 We now know both the mass and the volume of metal C, so we are now able to calculate its density. Density
of metal C = 2500 g \div \, 552.5568 cm^3 = 4.5 g/cm^3 Sign up to complete it for free ---- or ---- Task Preview Related Topics: More Science Lessons (KS3) Math Worksheets Series of Science classes for grades 7 and 8, KS3 and Check Point Sciences in preparation for GCSE and IGCSE science. How
to find the density of solid or liquid? The density is calculated by dividing the mass by volume. Calculates the density of the water extraction process of irregular objects to calculate the density of three irregular objects. Calculating air density Calculate the mass and air volume to find the density show step-
by-step solutions Try the Mathway Free Calculator and troubleshooter below to practice various mathematical topics. Try the examples in question, or type your own problem and check your answer using the step-by-step explanations. We welcome your feedback, comments and questions about this site
or page. Please send your feedback or leads through our feedback page. Density, mass, and volume are all related to the formula, d = \dfrac{m}{V} where d is density, V is a volume, and m is mass. This can be rearrinked to find volume or mass depending on the quantities given to you and what the
question asks you to find.  Mass is typically measured in grams, g or kilograms, kg, whereas, volume is typically measured in cubic centimeters, cm^3, or cubic meter, m^3. This means that when dividing mass by volume, the passed units are typically cubic centimeters (g/cm^3), or kilograms per cubic
meter (kg/cm^3). These are complex units (for more information, see Conversion Editions). A useful way to remember how to calculate density, mass, or volumes is to use the triangles below. The horizontal line means division, and the \times icon means multiplying. We then cover the one we want to find
(represented by a red circle) and perform the calculation with the other two values from the triangle. The object has a mass of 570 grams and a volume of 2280 cm^3. Calculate his density. [2 signs] We're looking for density, so build the triangle and cover d, we see we've got to divide the mass by the
volume. So \text{density} = \dfrac{570}{2280} = 0.25 g/cm^3 The cat has a volume of 0.004 m ^3 and a density of 980 kg/mr^3. Calculate the cat's mass. [2 signs] we're looking for mass, so build the triangle and cover M, we see that to calculate the mass we must multiply the density by volume. So \text{
mass } = 980 \double 0.004 = 3.92 kg bottle of water has a density of 1000 kg / mel ^ 3 mass of 0.5 kg. Calculate the volume of the water bottle and give your answer in liters. [2 signs] We're looking for volume, so covering V, we've got to divide the mass by the density. So \text{ Volume } = \dfrac{0.5}
{1000} = 0.0005 m^3 Multiplying it by 1000 to convert liters, Gives us the final answer, \text{ Volume } = 0.5 L we calculate the volume, so by covering V we can see from the triangle above that we need to divide m by d. Before we can do that, however, we need to make sure we have the right units. Mass
is in kilograms, but density is in grams per cubic centimeter. That means we have to convert the pounds into grams first before we go any further. 2 kg = 2000 g therefore, the volume of olive oil can be calculated as follows: \text{Volume} = 2000 \div 0.925 = 2162cm^3 We calculate the mass, so by
covering m we can see from the triangle above that we need to multiply d by V. However, we do not know the volume, But we know that the shape is a cube with a side length of 7 m, so the volume of the cube is: 7 \times 7 \times 7 = 343 m^3 Now that we know the volume, we can multiply it densely to
calculate the mass: \text{mass } = 343 \double 10,800,000 = 3,704,400,000 To calculate the answer here, we need to remember the formula: \text{ density} = \text{ mass} \div \text{ volume} In this question, the mass is 2460 kg and the storage is 1.2 m ^3 , then we simply need to replace the same values
into the formula as follows: \text{ Density} = 2460 kg \div\, 1.2 m*3 = 2050 kg/mm^3a) to calculate the total volume of the block we need to add the volume of metal A and the volume of metal B.  Although we don't have the volume of any metal, we got their masses and their density, so we could calculate
the volume of each metal accordingly. By rearranging the density formula, or by using the triangle, We can figure out how to calculate the volume: \text{density} = \text{ mass}\div \text{ volume} like this: \text{volume} = \text{ mass}\div \text{ density} The metal volume A can be calculated as follows: 1200 g
\div \, 5 g/cm^3 = 240 cm^3 The metal volume B can be calculated as follows: 600 g \div 3 g/cm^3 = 200 cm^3 Therefore, if metal A has a volume of 240 cm ^3 and B has a volume of 200 cm ^3, then their combined volume is simple: 240 cm^3 + 200 cm^3 = 440 cm^3 b) as we know wish A), the newly
created block has a volume of 440 cm^3  We know that the block of metal A was 1200 grams and the mass of metal B was 600 grams, So the mass of the block is: 1200 g + \, 600 g = 1800 g The density of this block can be calculated by dividing the mass by volume as follows: 1800 g \div \, 440 cm ^3 =
4.09 g/cm^3 This is a pretty challenging question with a lot of calculations going on. Since we received the mass of metal C and the ratio of metal A and metal B in metal C, therefore we can calculate the mass of metal A and metal B.  If the ratio of metal A to metal B is 3:7, it means that the \frac{3}{10} of
the mass of metal C comes from metal A and the remaining \frac{7}{10} is metal B.  (We're running in tenths here because the ratio amount is 10.) The mass of metal A can be calculated as follows: 2500 g \times \dfrac{3}{10} = 750 grams of metal B can be calculated as follows: 2500 g \times \dfrac{7}
{10} = 1750 g We now also know the mass and density of both metals A and B, meaning we can work Suitable volumes.  Since \text{density} = \text{ mass} \div \text {volume} then \text{volume} = \text{mass} \div \text {density} the volume of metal A can be calculated as follows: 750 g \div \, 3.2 g/cm^3 =
234.375 cm^3 The metal volume A can be calculated as follows: 1750 g \div \, 5.5 g/cm^3 = 318.18 cm^3 If metal A has a volume of 234.375 cm^3 and metal B has a volume of 318.18 cm^3, then their combined volume is the volume of metal C. Volume of metal C = 234.375 + 318.18 = 552.5568 cm^3
We now know both the mass and the volume of metal C, so we are now able to calculate its density. Metal density C = 2500 g \div \, 552.5568 cm^3 = 4.5 g/cm^3 g/cm^3
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